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Quick-fit system without tools 

Genuinely schumacher

arista crop lifter

with Quickfit System



 Flexible use
ARISTA – the universal solution for your header

Flex headers stand out for an excellent adaption to the ground contours. 
For the cutter bar to flex horizontally, precision control and guidance must 
be provided by so-called skid shoes. These, however, make it often diffi- 
cult to attach a regular crop lifter to the bottom of the guard. This is where 
the innovative ARISTA crop lifter comes in as a solution.

All attachment elements of ARISTA are arranged on top of the guard – a 
solution that prevents trash and soil from building up under the cutting 
system. This novel design increases the clear space between the ground 
and the cutter bar and creates an exceptional flexibility to master multip-
le harvest situations and crops. The ARISTA crop lifter suits rigid headers as 
well as flex headers in rigid mode.

ARISTA
The perfect solution for any harvest situation

Farm machines are evolving into high-technology and high-performance 
machines that process huge amounts of material at high rates.

This type of equipment requires flexible and universal components that 
allow operators to save time, boost efficiencies and reduce strain and 
stress. The SCH ARISTA crop lifter offers just that. Providing extremely 
easy attachment and removal, the special QuickFit System is the perfect 
solution for a multitude of harvest situations.

ARISTA  CROP LIFTER
ARISTA

for rigid and flex headers
in rigid mode

The lifter attaches to the top of the SCHUMACHER guard.



Quickfit System

Maximum time savings
ARISTA - the world’s fastest-fit crop lifter

The new QuickFit solution makes attachment and removal of this lifter 
extremely easy and fast. Not only does the quick-fit mechanism stand out 
for its ergonomic design and attachment without tools, it also offers an 
integral height setting mechanism that adjusts the lifter to one of two 
height positions for adaptation to the current cutting angle. The new 
ARISTA crop lifters are designed for attachment to all Schumacher guards 
of any length.

Operators appreciate QuickFit for its single-handed attachment without 
tools – a well-designed solution that offers extremely easy and intuitive 
operation. At the same time, it makes swapping crop lifters and adapting 
to varying harvest situations a fast und user-friendly operation.

Mounted in a flash
with

Pit Stop Challenge

GROUP SCHUMACHER
on YouTube

ARISTA  CROP LIFTER



Mounted in a flash
with

Insert the lifter
into the attachment
element on top
of the guard

Lift the crop lifter

Lock the mechanism
in position 1 or 2

ARISTA QuickFit System
Attachment without tools
Two height-setting options



Two height setting options

WaveTrack skid

Innovative. Fast. Practical.
ARISTA with QuickFit System

Top-mounted position for a perfect ground clearanceSuper-fast attachment

ARISTA with QuickFit System

Tool-free Quick-fit

Security label

kinked
SlimProfile

Reverse protection/ 
closed end



perfect Harvest.
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